


 Ms. D’Antonio - LIBRARIAN

 Mrs. McMillen – LIBRARY ASSISTANT

Ask either of us for help



 Arrival 

1. -as a class follow the silver arrows to 
check in your books and wait for 
instructions

2. -alone= have wooden stick pass

3. -small group= group library pass

 Put group pass in yellow basket



 Shelf markers

 Book Types

 Fiction

 Nonfiction

 Checkout

 Library numbers 

 1-6th grade can get two books



 Use a shelf marker to find books

 Put things where they belong.

 Do not disturb others with your voice, 
hands, feet, or any other objects.

 Stay on task.

 Respect the property of the library.

 If you don’t know where the book goes put 
it on the cart.



 YOU are responsible for your library 
items.

 Use a bookmark

 Keep safe from 

 Nature

 Siblings

 Pets

 Never write in or color in the book



 1 week – k, 1, 2, 3

 2 weeks – 4, 5, 6

 Can be renewed-must bring book

 You can only get one book in a series

 We do not hold books

 Late notices every week

 Once a month overdue= NO CHECKOUT 
UNTIL RETURNED



 Reference

Reference books cannot be 
checked out but can only be 
viewed while sitting in the 
library.



Non-fiction

 Non-fiction shelves all begin with a number, 
then are alphabetical, so you will have to find 
the number then look on the book spine for the 
correct letters.

Non-fiction numbers 
end at 999. Some 
numbers in the library 
are not in order.



Biography

 Biography books 
tell about famous 
people. They are 
labeled with the 
number 92. In 
our library they 
follow 999.



E section = for everybody

 E books all have an E 
on the spine which 
stands for everybody. 
Everybody can read 
them because they are 
picture books. They 
are on the shorter 
shelves so everybody 
can reach them.



F = chapter book section

 F is the letter for 
a chapter book.  
They are on the 
taller shelves 
because not 
everybody can 
read a chapter 
book.



Reading steps

In the back of the library are 
some reading steps.
Students can only sit there when 
a teacher is sitting with them.  



Computers and ipads

Computers and iPads can be 
used for looking up books, 
taking an AR test, an 
assignment, or group work.



Reading areas

Comfy places are for 
READING books.



Drawing books and graphic novels

Drawing books, 
state books,
look and find, 
origami, crafts 
and graphic 
novels, are not 
in number order.



Using the OPAC

 Online Public Access Catalog

 This is what you use on the computer 
to find books.

 You can use it at home or at school.



OPAC



OPAC



OPAC

Type a 
term in 
the box



OPAC

You can do a specific 
type of search.



OPAC

Visual search just lets 
you click the icon that 
you wish to look at.



OPAC

Links are 
web 
addresses we 
use in the 
library.



OPAC

Go to find 
your book Is the 

book 
here?

Is it the level you need?

Title


